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Abstract
With the advent of deep learning, neural network-based recommendation models
have emerged as an important tool for tackling personalization and recommendation
tasks. These networks differ significantly from other deep learning networks due
to their need to handle categorical features and are not well studied or understood.
In this paper, we develop a state-of-the-art deep learning recommendation model
(DLRM) and provide its implementation in both PyTorch and Caffe2 frameworks.
In addition, we design a specialized parallelization scheme utilizing model paral-
lelism on the embedding tables to mitigate memory constraints while exploiting
data parallelism to scale-out compute from the fully-connected layers. We compare
DLRM against existing recommendation models and characterize its performance
on the Big Basin AI platform, demonstrating its usefulness as a benchmark for
future algorithmic experimentation and system co-design.
1 Introduction
Personalization and recommendation systems are currently deployed for a variety of tasks at large
internet companies, including ad click-through rate (CTR) prediction and rankings. Although these
methods have had long histories, these approaches have only recently embraced neural networks.
Two primary perspectives contributed towards the architectural design of deep learning models for
personalization and recommendation.
The first comes from the view of recommendation systems. These systems initially employed content
filtering where a set of experts classified products into categories, while users selected their preferred
categories and were matched based on their preferences [22]. The field subsequently evolved to use
collaborative filtering, where recommendations are based on past user behaviors, such as prior ratings
given to products. Neighborhood methods [21] that provide recommendations by grouping users and
products together and latent factor methods that characterize users and products by certain implicit
factors via matrix factorization techniques [9, 17] were later deployed with success.
The second view comes from predictive analytics, which relies on statistical models to classify or
predict the probability of events based on the given data [5]. Predictive models shifted from using
simple models such as linear and logistic regression [26] to models that incorporate deep networks.
In order to process categorical data, these models adopted the use of embeddings, which transform
the one- and multi-hot vectors into dense representations in an abstract space [20]. This abstract
space may be interpreted as the space of the latent factors found by recommendation systems.
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In this paper, we introduce a personalization model that was conceived by the union of the two
perspectives described above. The model uses embeddings to process sparse features that represent
categorical data and a multilayer perceptron (MLP) to process dense features, then interacts these
features explicitly using the statistical techniques proposed in [24]. Finally, it finds the event
probability by post-processing the interactions with another MLP. We refer to this model as a deep
learning recommendation model (DLRM); see Fig. 1. A PyTorch and Caffe2 implementation of this
model will be released for testing and experimentation with the publication of this manuscript.
2 Model Design and Architecture
In this section, we will describe the design of DLRM. We will begin with the high level components
of the network and explain how and why they have been assembled together in a particular way, with
implications for future model design, then characterize the low level operators and primitives that
make up the model, with implications for future hardware and system design.
2.1 Components of DLRM
Figure 1: A deep learning recommendation model
The high-level components of the DLRM can be
more easily understood by reviewing early mod-
els. We will avoid the full scientific literature
review and focus instead on the four techniques
used in early models that can be interpreted as
salient high-level components of the DLRM.
2.1.1 Embeddings
In order to handle categorical data, embeddings
map each category to a dense representation in
an abstract space. In particular, each embedding
lookup may be interpreted as using a one-hot
vector ei (with the i-th position being 1 while
others are 0, where index i corresponds to i-th
category) to obtain the corresponding row vector
of the embedding table W ∈ Rm×d as follows
wTi = e
T
i W. (1)
In more complex scenarios, an embedding can also represent a weighted combination of multiple
items, with a multi-hot vector of weights aT = [0, ..., ai1 , ..., aik , ..., 0], with elements ai 6= 0 for
i = i1, ..., ik and 0 everywhere else, where i1, ..., ik index the corresponding items. Note that a
mini-batch of t embedding lookups can hence be written as
S = ATW (2)
where sparse matrix A = [a1, ...,at] [20].
DLRMs will utilize embedding tables for mapping categorical features to dense representations.
However, even after these embeddings are meaningfully devised, how are they to be exploited to
produce accurate predictions? To answer this, we return to latent factor methods.
2.1.2 Matrix Factorization
Recall that in the typical formulation of the recommendation problem, we are given a set S of users
that have rated some products. We would like to represent the i-th product by a vector wi ∈ Rd for
i = 1, ..., n and j-th user by a vector vj ∈ Rd for j = 1, ...,m to find all the ratings, where n and m
denote the total number of products and users, respectively. More rigorously, the set S consists of
tuples (i, j) indexing when the i-th product has been rated by the j-th user.
The matrix factorization approach solves this problem by minimizing
min
∑
(i,j)∈S
rij −wTi vj (3)
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where rij ∈ R is the rating of the i-th product by the j-th user for i = 1, ...,m and j = 1, ..., n.
Then, letting WT = [w1, ...,wm] and V T = [v1, ...,vn], we may approximate the full matrix of
ratings R = [rij ] as the matrix product R ≈WV T . Note that W and V may be interpreted as two
embedding tables, where each row represents a user/product in a latent factor space2 [17]. The dot
product of these embedding vectors yields a meaningful prediction of the subsequent rating, a key
observation to the design of factorization machines and DLRM.
2.1.3 Factorization Machine
In classification problems, we want to define a prediction function φ : Rn → T from an input
datapoint x ∈ Rn to a target label y ∈ T . As an example, we can predict the click-through rate by
defining T = {+1,−1} with +1 denoting the presence of a click and −1 as the absence of a click.
Factorization machines (FM) incorporate second-order interactions into a linear model with categori-
cal data by defining a model of the form
yˆ = b+wTx+ xT upper(V V T )x (4)
where V ∈ Rn×d, w ∈ Rn, and b ∈ R are the parameters with d n, and upper selects the strictly
upper triangular part of the matrix [24].
FMs are notably distinct from support vector machines (SVMs) with polynomial kernels [4] because
they factorize the second-order interaction matrix into its latent factors (or embedding vectors) as
in matrix factorization, which more effectively handles sparse data. This significantly reduces the
complexity of the second-order interactions by only capturing interactions between pairs of distinct
embedding vectors, yielding linear computational complexity.
2.1.4 Multilayer Perceptrons
Simultaneously, much recent success in machine learning has been due to the rise of deep learning.
The most fundamental model of these is the multilayer perceptron (MLP), a prediction function
composed of an interleaving sequence of fully connected (FC) layers and an activation function
σ : R→ R applied componentwise as shown below
yˆ =Wkσ(Wk−1σ(...σ(W1x+ b1)...) + bk−1) + bk (5)
where weight matrix Wl ∈ Rnl×nl−1 , bias bl ∈ Rnl for layer l = 1, ..., k.
These methods have been used to capture more complex interactions. It has been shown, for example,
that given enough parameters, MLPs with sufficient depth and width can fit data to arbitrary precision
[1]. Variations of these methods have been widely used in various applications including computer
vision and natural language processing. One specific case, Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF)
[15, 25] used as part of the MLPerf benchmark [19], uses an MLP rather than dot product to compute
interactions between embeddings in matrix factorization.
2.2 DLRM Architecture
So far, we have described different models used in recommendation systems and predictive analytics.
Let us now combine their intuitions to build a state-of-the-art personalization model.
Let the users and products be described by many continuous and categorical features. To process
the categorical features, each categorical feature will be represented by an embedding vector of the
same dimension, generalizing the concept of latent factors used in matrix factorization (3). To handle
the continuous features, the continuous features will be transformed by an MLP (which we call the
bottom or dense MLP) which will yield a dense representation of the same length as the embedding
vectors (5).
We will compute second-order interaction of different features explicitly, following the intuition for
handling sparse data provided in FMs (4), optionally passing them through MLPs. This is done by
taking the dot product between all pairs of embedding vectors and processed dense features. These
dot products are concatenated with the original processed dense features and post-processed with
another MLP (the top or output MLP) (5), and fed into a sigmoid function to give a probability.
2This problem is different from low-rank approximation, which can be solved by SVD [11], because not all entries of matrixR are known.
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We refer to the resulting model as DLRM, shown in Fig. 1. We show some of the operators used in
DLRM in PyTorch [23] and Caffe2 [8] frameworks in Table 1.
Embedding MLP Interactions Loss
PyTorch nn.EmbeddingBag nn.Linear/addmm matmul/bmm nn.CrossEntropyLoss
Caffe2 SparseLengthSum FC BatchMatMul CrossEntropy
Table 1: DLRM operators by framework
2.3 Comparison with Prior Models
Many deep learning-based recommendation models [3, 13, 27, 18, 28, 29] use similar underlying
ideas to generate higher-order terms to handle sparse features. Wide and Deep, Deep and Cross,
DeepFM, and xDeepFM networks, for example, design specialized networks to systematically
construct higher-order interactions. These networks then sum the results from both their specialized
model and an MLP, passing this through a linear layer and sigmoid activation to yield a final
probability. DLRM specifically interacts embeddings in a structured way that mimics factorization
machines to significantly reduce the dimensionality of the model by only considering cross-terms
produced by the dot-product between pairs of embeddings in the final MLP. We argue that higher-
order interactions beyond second-order found in other networks may not necessarily be worth the
additional computational/memory cost.
A key difference between DLRM and other networks is in how these networks treat embedded feature
vectors and their cross-terms. In particular, DLRM (and xDeepFM [18]) interpret each feature vector
as a single unit representing a single category, whereas networks like Deep and Cross treat each
element in the feature vector as a new unit that should yield different cross-terms. Hence, Deep and
Cross networks will produce cross-terms not only between elements from different feature vectors
as in DLRM via the dot product, but also produce cross-terms between elements within the same
feature vector, resulting in higher dimensionality.
3 Parallelism
Modern personalization and recommendation systems require large and complex models to capitalize
on vast amounts of data. DLRMs particularly contain a very large number of parameters, up to
multiple orders of magnitude more than other common deep learning models like convolutional
neural networks (CNN), transformer and recurrent networks (RNN), and generative networks (GAN).
This results in training times up to several weeks or more. Hence, it is important to parallelize these
models efficiently in order to solve these problems at practical scales.
As described in the previous section, DLRMs process both categorical features (with embeddings)
and continuous features (with the bottom MLP) in a coupled manner. Embeddings contribute the
majority of the parameters, with several tables each requiring in excess of multiple GBs of memory,
making DLRM memory-capacity and bandwidth intensive. The size of the embeddings makes it
prohibitive to use data parallelism since it requires replicating large embeddings on every device. In
many cases, this memory constraint necessitates the distribution of the model across multiple devices
to be able satisfy memory capacity requirements.
On the other hand, the MLP parameters are smaller in memory but translate into sizeable amounts of
compute. Hence, data-parallelism is preferred for MLPs since this enables concurrent processing
of the samples on different devices and only requires communication when accumulating updates.
Our parallelized DLRM will use a combination of model parallelism for the embeddings and data
parallelism for the MLPs to mitigate the memory bottleneck produced by the embeddings while
parallelizing the forward and backward propagations over the MLPs. Combined model and data
parallelism is a unique requirement of DLRM as a result of its architecture and large model sizes.
Such combined parallelism is not supported in either Caffe2 or PyTorch (as well as other popular
deep learning frameworks), therefore we design a custom implementation. We plan to provide its
detailed performance study in forthcoming work.
In our setup, the top MLP and the interaction operator require access to part of the mini-batch from
the bottom MLP and all of the embeddings. Since model parallelism has been used to distribute the
embeddings across devices, this requires a personalized all-to-all communication [12]. At the end of
the embedding lookup, each device has a vector for the embedding tables resident on those devices
for all the samples in the mini-batch, which needs to be split along the mini-batch dimension and
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Figure 2: Butterfly shuffle for the all-to-all (personalized) communication
communicated to the appropriate devices, as shown in Fig. 2. Neither PyTorch nor Caffe2 provide
native support for model parallelism; therefore, we have implemented it by explicitly mapping the
embedding operators (nn.EmbeddingBag for PyTorch, SparseLengthSum for Caffe2) to different
devices. Then personalized all-to-all communication is implemented using the butterfly shuffle
operator, which appropriately slices the resulting embedding vectors and transfers them to the target
devices. In the current version, these transfers are explicit copies, but we intend to further optimize
this using the available communication primitives (such as all-gather and send-recv).
We note that for the data parallel MLPs, the parameter updates in the backward pass are accu-
mulated with an allreduce3 and applied to the replicated parameters on each device [12] in a
synchronous fashion, ensuring the updated parameters on each device are consistent before every
iteration. In PyTorch, data parallelism is enabled through the nn.DistributedDataParallel and
nn.DataParallel modules that replicate the model on each device and insert allreduce with the
necessary dependencies. In Caffe2, we manually insert allreduce before the gradient update.
4 Data
In order to measure the accuracy of the model, test its overall performance, and characterize the
individual operators, we need to create or obtain a data set for our implementation. Our current
implementation of the model supplies three types of data sets: random, synthetic and public data sets.
The former two data sets are useful in experimenting with the model from the systems perspective.
In particular, it permits us to exercise different hardware properties and bottlenecks by generating
data on the fly while removing dependencies on data storage systems. The latter allows us to perform
experiments on real data and measure the accuracy of the model.
4.1 Random
Recall that DLRM accepts continuous and categorical features as inputs. The former can be modeled
by generating a vector of random numbers using either a uniform or normal (Gaussian) distributions
with the numpy.random package rand or randn calls with default parameters. Then a mini-batch
of inputs can be obtained by generating a matrix where each row corresponds to an element in the
mini-batch.
To generate categorical features, we need to determine how many non-zero elements we would like
have in a given multi-hot vector. The benchmark allows this number to be either fixed or random
within a range4 [1, k]. Then, we generate the corresponding number of integer indices, within a
range [1,m], where m is the number of rows in the embedding W in (2). Finally, in order to create a
mini-batch of lookups, we concatenate the above indices and delineate each individual lookup with
lengths (SparseLengthsSum) or offsets (nn.EmbeddingBag)5.
3Optimized implementations for the allreduce op. include Nvidia’s NCCL [16] and Facebook’s gloo [7].
4see options --num-indices-per-lookup=k and --num-indices-per-lookup-fixed
5For instance, in order to represent three embedding lookups, with indices {0, 2}, {0, 1, 5} and {3} we use
lengths/offsets = {2, 3, 1}/{0, 2, 5}
indices = {0, 2, 0, 1, 5, 3}
Note that this format resembles Compressed-Sparse Row (CSR) often used for sparse matrices in linear algebra.
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4.2 Synthetic
There are many reasons to support custom generation of indices corresponding to categorical features.
For instance, if our application uses a particular data set, but we would not like to share it for privacy
purposes, then we may choose to express the categorical features through distributions. This could
potentially serve as an alternative to the privacy preserving techniques used in applications such as
federated learning [2, 10]. Also, if we would like to exercise system components, such as studying
memory behavior, we may want to capture fundamental locality of accesses of original trace within
synthetic trace.
Let us now illustrate how we can use a synthetic data set. Assume that we have a trace of indices
that correspond to embedding lookups for a single categorical feature (and repeat the process for all
features). We can record the unique accesses and frequency of distances between repeated accesses
in this trace (Alg. 1) and then generate a synthetic trace (Alg. 2) as proposed in [14].
Algorithm 1 Profile (Original) Trace
1: Let tr be input sequence, s stack of distances, u list of unique accesses and p probability
distribution
2: Let s.position_from_the_top return d = 0 if the index is not found, and d > 0 otherwise.
3: for i=0; i<length(tr); i++ do
4: a = tr[i]
5: d = s.position_from_the_top(a)
6: if d == 0 then
7: u.append(a)
8: else
9: s.remove_from_the_top_at_position(d)
10: end if
11: p[d] += 1.0/length(tr)
12: s.push_to_the_top(a)
13: end for
Algorithm 2 Generate (Synthetic) Trace
1: Let u be input list of unique accesses and p probability distribution of distances, while tr output
trace.
2: for s=0, i=0; i<length; i++ do
3: d = p.sample_from_distribution_with_support(0,s)
4: if d == 0 then
5: a = u.remove_from_front()
6: s++
7: else
8: a = u.remove_from_the_back_at_position(d)
9: end if
10: u.append(a)
11: tr[i] = a
12: end for
Note that we can only generate a stack distance up to s number of unique accesses we have seen so
far, therefore s is used to control the support of the distribution p in Alg. 2. Given a fixed number of
unique accesses, the longer input trace will result in lower probability being assigned to them in Alg.
1, which will lead to longer time to achieve full distribution support in Alg. 2. In order to address
this problem, we increase the probability for the unique accesses up to a minimum threshold and
adjust support to remove unique accesses from it once all have been seen. A visual comparison of
probability distribution p based on original and synthetic traces is shown in Fig. 3. In our experiments
original and adjusted synthetic traces produce similar cache hit/miss rates.
Alg. 1 and 2 were designed for more accurate cache simulations, but they illustrate a general idea of
how probability distributions can be used to generate synthetic traces with desired properties.
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(a) original (b) synthetic trace (c) adjusted synthetic trace
Figure 3: Probability distribution p based on a sample trace tr = random.uniform(1,100,100K)
4.3 Public
Few public data sets are available for recommendation and personalization systems. The Criteo AI
Labs Ad Kaggle6 and Terabyte7 data sets are open-sourced data sets consisting of click logs for
ad CTR prediction. Each data set contains 13 continuous and 26 categorical features. Typically
the continuous features are pre-processed with a simple log transform log(1 + x). The categorical
feature are mapped to its corresponding embedding index, with unlabeled categorical features or
labels mapped to 0 or NULL.
The Criteo Ad Kaggle data set contains approximately 45 million samples over 7 days. In experiments,
typically the 7th day is split into a validation and test set while the first 6 days are used as the training
set. The Criteo Ad Terabyte data set is sampled over 24 days, where the 24th day is split into
a validation and test set and the first 23 days is used as a training set. Note that there are an
approximately equal number of samples from each day.
5 Experiments
Figure 4: Big Basin AI platform
Let us now illustrate the performance and accuracy of DLRM.
The model is implemented in PyTorch and Caffe2 frameworks
and is available on GitHub8. It uses fp32 floating point and
int32(Caffe2)/int64(PyTorch) types for model parameters
and indices, respectively. The experiments are performed on
the Big Basin platform with Dual Socket Intel Xeon 6138 CPU
@ 2.00GHz and eight Nvidia Tesla V100 16GB GPUs, publicly
available through the Open Compute Project9, shown in Fig. 4.
5.1 Model Accuracy on Public Data Sets
We evaluate the accuracy of the model on Criteo Ad Kaggle data set and compare the performance of
DLRM against a Deep and Cross network (DCN) as-is without extensive tuning [27]. We compare
with DCN because it is one of the few models that has comprehensive results on the same data set.
Notice that in this case the models are sized to accommodate the number of features present in the
data set. In particular, DLRM consists of both a bottom MLP for processing dense features consisting
of three hidden layers with 512, 256 and 64 nodes, respectively, and a top MLP consisting of two
hidden layers with 512 and 256 nodes. On the other hand DCN consists of six cross layers and a
deep network with 512 and 256 nodes. An embedding dimension of 16 is used. Note that this yields
a DLRM and DCN both with approximately 540M parameters.
We plot both the training (solid) and validation (dashed) accuracies over a full single epoch of training
for both models with SGD and Adagrad optimizers [6]. No regularization is used. In this experiment,
DLRM obtains slightly higher training and validation accuracy, as shown in Fig. 5. We emphasize
that this is without extensive tuning of model hyperparameters.
6https://www.kaggle.com/c/criteo-display-ad-challenge
7https://labs.criteo.com/2013/12/download-terabyte-click-logs/
8https://github.com/facebookresearch/dlrm
9https://www.opencompute.org
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Figure 5: Comparison of training (solid) and validation (dashed) accuracies of DLRM and DCN
5.2 Model Performance on a Single Socket/Device
To profile the performance of our model on a single socket device, we consider a sample model with
8 categorical features and 512 continuous features. Each categorical feature is processed through
an embedding table with 1M vectors, with vector dimension 64, while the continuous features are
assembled into a vector of dimension 512. Let the bottom MLP have two layers, while the top
MLP has four layers. We profile this model on a data set with 2048K randomly generated samples
organized into 1K mini-batches10.
(a) Caffe2 (b) PyTorch
Figure 6: Profiling of a sample DLRM on a single socket/device
This model implementation in Caffe2 runs in around 256 seconds on the CPU and 62 seconds on the
GPU, with profiling of individual operators shown in Fig. 6. As expected, the majority of time is
spent performing embedding lookups and fully connected layers. On the CPU, fully connected layers
take a significant portion of the computation, while on the GPU they are almost negligible.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed and open-sourced a novel deep learning-based recommendation
model that exploits categorical data. Although recommendation and personalization systems still
drive much practical success of deep learning within industry today, these networks continue to
receive little attention in the academic community. By providing a detailed description of a state-of-
the-art recommendation system and its open-source implementation, we hope to draw attention to the
unique challenges that this class of networks present in an accessible way for the purpose of further
algorithmic experimentation, modeling, system co-design, and benchmarking.
10 For instance, this configuration can be achieved with the following command line arguments
--arch-embedding-size=1000000-1000000-1000000-1000000-1000000-1000000-1000000-1000000
--arch-sparse-feature-size=64 --arch-mlp-bot=512-512-64 --arch-mlp-top=1024-1024-1024-1
--data-generation=random --mini-batch-size=2048 --num-batches=1000 --num-indices-per-lookup=100 [--use-gpu]
[--enable-profiling]
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